RAM MOUNTING SYSTEMS

SPECIALTY MOUNTS

Order your complete mounting solution by choosing your mount and then
cradle. You can reference the 2 step process below.
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Model No.
Description
RAM-B-316-1-238U RAM Universal Floor Mount
Cessna Aircraft Seat
RAM-B-131-202U RAM
Rail Mount
Cessna Aircraft Seat
RAM-B-131-238U RAM
Rail Mount
RAM
Base Seat Rail Mount
RAM-B-131-G1 for GPS
RAM-B-131B
RAM Aircraft Seat Rail Base

X-GRIP -

The NEW RAM X-Grip is perfect for the
modern pilot. Sleek, user friendly, and universal, the
RAM X-Grip is the right cradle for the techno savvy
pilot. Pats. Pend.
Features:
1. Spring loaded holder expands and contracts for
perfect fit of your device.
2. Rubber coated tips will hold device firm and stable
3. Versatility of holder allows for attachment to many RAM-to-RAM ball mounts.
4. Single socket technology allows for multiple adjustment angles and
articulation of device.

Adapter Part No. Prices
Diamond 11-09771 $31.70

RAP-SB-187-UN7U

Round 11-09436 $104.75
Diamond 11-09773 $110.75
---

11-01162 $106.85

---

11-08838 $69.99

ACCESSORIES / MISC. MOUNTS

Model No.

Description

RAM-HOL-UN7BU
Part No. Prices

RAP-SB-187-UN7U RAM X-Grip w/ EZ-Strap Mount 11-09776 $34.95
RAM-HOL-UN7BU X-Grip Cradle w/1” Ball Adapter 11-09777 $26.99

RAM DOUBLE SUCTION CUP
BASE WITH 2-1/2 ROUND
BALL ADAPTER FOR GARMIN AERA

Ram Double Suction Cup Base. 3.3” Diameter Suction Cup with Twist
Lock. Note: This does include mounting hardware.
P/N 11-14087............$36.00
RAM-B-132BU

RAM-MAG-1

Model No.

RAM-CIG-LIGHT-8

Description
RAM Self Leveling Drink Cup Holder.
RAM-B-132BU
Requires purchase of base and arm
Magnifying Glass for GPS. Intended for
RAM-MAG-1
use with diamond adapter and cradle
RAM-CIGRAM 12 Volt Red/White Light Adaptor.
LIGHT-8
Plugs into 12v receiver
1/4”-20 Camera Adapter Base.
RAP-B-202AU
Requires purchase of base and arm

RAP-B-202AU
Part No. Prices
11-01334 $18.70
11-04299 $29.50
11-08580 $6.99
11-02080 $9.50

RAM TOUGH-RACK™ MOUNT

With the RAM Tough-Track, flat surface mounting
possibilities are nearly endless for ATVs, aircraft, cars,
combines, motorboats, tractors, trucks, and more. This
track mount solution can be drilled to any flat surface and is designed
for use with #10 screws for easy installation – hardware not included.
The Tough-Track works with a wide variety of RAM track bases to attach
devices like action cameras, fishing rods, phones, and tablets. Material:
High Strength Composite. Hardware & Track Ball not included.
Description
Part No.
Price
7 Inches
11-14941
$8.50
10.75 Inches
11-14942
$7.90
14.5 Inches
11-14943
$9.65
18.5 Inches
11-14944
$11.50

RAM ADAPT-A-POST™ TRACK BASE

For the serious kayak angler, the RAM® Quick Release Track
Base is a universal mounting solution for a wide variety
of RAM kayak products. The RAM Adapt-A-Post™ Quick
Release Track base is available to mount the full line of RAM
Post and Spline rod holders, for your heavier fishing rod setups. Designed to accommodate most kayak tracks, quickly
fasten and adjust the base to your existing track system or
add a track system to kayak set up. Popular tracks include Yakattack’s
GearTrac System, Wilderness Systems SlideTrax and common T-Slot
Track Systems. To adjust, simply depress the release buttons and turn
the ball counter-clockwise. The base will slide along the track, giving you
the ultimate flexibility in repositioning your rod holder or mounted device.
The RAM Quick Release Track base can be installed at any point along
the track without the need to feed in from one end of the track. A necessity
for all fishing enthusiasts, the RAM Quick Release Track Base is certain
to create more mounting options on whatever you choose to take to the
water. Material: High Strength Composite..... P/N 11-14951............$15.50

RAM EZ-ROLL’R CRADLE FOR
APPLE IPAD PRO 11-INCH

The RAM® EZ-Roll’r™ cradle for the iPad Pro 11” secures
your device in a form-fit holder while keeping the entire
screen visible. Simply slide your iPad into the cradle and
roll the top clip over the device to secure into place. The
side buttons, camera, and charging port are conveniently exposed and
accessible. This RAM® EZ-Roll’r™ cradle also features three attachment
points on the back to attach a RAM® round ball base. An attachment
point on the side of the cradle allows for the placement and removal of
the Apple Pencil...........................................P/N 11-17593............$22.95
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

RAM® TWIST-LOCK™ DUAL PIVOT
SUCTION CUP BASE WITH BALL

RAM® suction cups are regarded as one of the most impressive suction
cups in the world. Their incredible holding power is surprising when
considering how most suction cups function. When two suction cups are
used together the performance is amazing. The RAM® Dual Articulating
Suction Cup is an amazing innovation in suction cup mounting. With the
ability to independently articulate each suction cup, this mounting base
can be used in a variety of applications such as curved windows and
surfaces. Whether you are mounting to a curved surface on a vehicle, or
a curved windshield, this product is the ideal solution for secure suction
cup mounting................................................P/N 11-18174............$48.80

RAM TRACK BALL™
WITH T-BOLT ATTACHMENT

The RAM Track Ball is made up of a B size 1” or a C size 1.5”
rubber ball molded to a high strength composite base, a rubber
friction washer and a stainless steel T-bolt for sliding into virtually
any track system. Simply insert or slide the Track Ball into your track and twist
the ball clockwise to tighten in place. Twist counterclockwise to loosen or adjust
the ball. Material: High Strength Composite. T-Bolt Dimensions: .48” x .95”
Description
Part No.
Price
1 Inch
11-14949
$9.80
1.5 Inch
11-14950
$12.75

RAM FLEX-ROD™ TRACK MOUNT

The RAM Flex-Rod™ Track Mount is made up of an 18” rigid aluminum
rod with a ribbed plastic cover, a track base with T-bolt for virtually any
track system, and a B size 1” rubber ball at the top for connecting
any RAM ball and socket mounting components. Simply insert
or slide the mount into your track and twist clockwise to tighten.
Twist counterclockwise to adjust or remove the mount as needed.
Material: High Strength Composite.P/N 11-14952............$41.50

MAGICMOUNT MAGNETIC DASH MOUNT

MagicMount™ is the multi-award-winning magnetic mounting
system for conveniently mounting smartphones and more.
Place the included MagicPlate™ behind your case or battery or
directly to its surface, and then simply hover your device near
the magnetic to instantly lock it securely in place. This cell phone
mount system is sleek and versatile. The cradle-free design uses highpowered magnets to secure your device where you use them most. Place
your device at any angle for convenient viewing. In the air, on the road, at
home, everywhere............................................P/N 11-15325............$19.95

CLEARVIEW UNIVERSAL TABLET YOKE MOUNT
The mount is delivered completely assembled and can be
installed in less than a minute. Three spacers are supplied to
allow the height of the main bracket to clear the yoke pad of
various aircraft. The yoke clamp is machined from aircraft grade
aluminum and will accommodate up to a 1.6” diameter yoke tube.
The height adjustment is used to place the iPad in the optimum
position for viewing the panel and the iPad’s screen. In addition, the iPad can
be rotated 180 degrees to temporarily set it higher during cruise flight when full
access to the panel may not be needed. A quick 180 degree flip restores the
normal sight line. The iPad is placed into the holder by positioning the bottom
of the iPad into the lower L brackets and pressing down to extend the spring
loaded mechanism. Then rotate the tablet beneath the upper L brackets.
Removal is equally simple and quick...............P/N 11-17600..........$126.00
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